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About Tools4ever

Tools4ever is a global market leader in providing identity management solutions 

that streamline organizational processes and secure access to IT resources.

Backed by over 20 years of experience, our solutions and consultancy expertise 

provide streamlined IT services for school districts and higher education 

institutions of all sizes. Tools4ever primarily specializes in managing user 

authentication, account provisioning, and self-service capabilities.

20 Years

10 Million+ Active User Accounts

2,000+ Education Clients



Solution-based 

Tools4ever is a solutions-based company with a long history in EdTech and 

integrations. Our suite of identity management IT services and consultative 

expertise transforms your data and processes into an easily managed, 

streamlined IT framework. This framework allows your students and staff 

to focus on achieving the best educational experience possible. Identity 

management solutions oversee the who, what, where, when, why, and how 

as they relate to users operating across any organization’s “increasingly 

heterogeneous technological environments.” (Gartner).

The implementation of such allows verified users to access necessary 

resources, IT professionals to focus on productive work instead of menial 

management tasks, and your school district to focus on delivering education. 

Tools4ever’s management controls and automation shift your energy from 

figuring out how to support all of your IT needs to accomplishing the most with 

your IT resources.
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Ever-changing technology,  

ever-present opportunity

Technology is forever evolving. EdTech is changing to keep pace with IT 

developments brought on by digital transformations and cloud migrations. 

Keeping pace with information technology can inadvertently eclipse learning 

opportunities. Ensuring smooth integration and communication across systems 

is only the first step in preparing your students and staff. For more than a 

decade, IT developments have increasingly required fundamental changes in 

business processes and the very ways we learn and work.

When school districts and higher education institutions don’t have systems in 

place that can adapt to these changes, core functions are slowed—or worse, 

stalled. Further, there are real risks of exposure to breaches, fraud, or other 

liabilities when your two most valuable assets—people and information—are 

not managed appropriately. Tools4ever provides solutions and expertise that 

minimize worry and enable success. In an ever-changing digital world, we 

create seamless access to information that increases security and reduces risk 

so that our clients can realize all of their learning opportunities.

Technology shouldn’t be an obstacle. It should be invisible so that all you see is 

opportunity.
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IT trends & concepts

Cloud Migration: It’s 2020, and cloud resources have become an integral part 

of EdTech, providing learning platforms and mission-critical IT services. We no 

longer question if cloud services will be adopted, but how to best use, improve, 

and leverage them.

Check out Tools4ever’s “Key Cloud Principles” white paper for more info.

Authentication: When a user logs in to their accounts, they must verify their 

identity via a security measure known as Authentication. This most often relies 

on usernames and passwords. Multifactor Authentication provides an additional 

layer of security for any login process.

Provisioning: A new student walks onto campus on their first day with access 

to all of their accounts. Tools4ever makes this a reality, not a daydream. 

Provisioning processes set users up with all their necessary resources. 

Automating these processes ensures that users receive access promptly and 

without consuming all of IT’s bandwidth.

Single Sign-On (SSO): Students and staff log in once to access all of their 

IT resources via a secure portal. SSO safely protects this access while only 

requiring a single set of credentials for authentication. SSO grants rapid access 

with a significant decrease in login and password issues.

Onboarding: Getting first-time users up to speed is crucial, but providing new 

students and staff with their accounts and credentials remains a massive risk. 

Most school districts rely on unsecured transfer methods, such as email or 

printed handouts.

Self-Service (“Service Automation”): If resource requests require running 

around for approval signatures (in triplicate), your staff is wrapped up in too 

much restrictive red tape. Instead, self-service platforms provide users with 

the means to directly request resource access from their manager or the 

appropriate decision-maker. “Service Automation” is Tools4ever’s self-service 

functionality that rapidly facilitates and fulfills approved requests.
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Multifactor Authentication (MFA)

MFA provides an additional layer of security for any login process by requiring 

an additional set of credentials. This additional credential set prevents malicious 

intruders from gaining access even if a username and password becomes 

compromised. Often, MFA utilizes a code or value that changes on a fixed 

timescale for even greater security.

MFA strikes the perfect balance between access and security, only requiring 

a simple, additional step. Simple configuration and intuitive use make for 

easy adoption. MFA credentials/processes may include “Push-to-Verify,” 

authenticator client applications, one-time passwords, hard or soft tokens, SMS, 

and more. Tools4ever’s MFA solutions support all methods “out-of-the-box.”
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Password Management

Password resets make up a surprising amount of an IT helpdesk’s workload—

up to 80% according to surveys of Tools4ever’s clients. An overwhelming 

number of reset requests burden your IT staff with time-consuming, menial data 

entry. n schools, sometimes the teachers are expected to manage password 

issues.However, if a teacher takes too much time helping one student’s IT 

needs, the rest of the class suffers. This prevents them from tackling tasks with 

more significant impact and benefit to your business.

Tools4ver’s password solutions provide your organization with two primary 

options: a self-service reset portal and synchronization across all accounts. 

Self-service allows your students and staff to reset their own passwords 

if forgotten or expired, utilizing pre-answered identif ication questions. 

Synchronization ties every account to a user’s Active Directory (AD) username 

and password, making it so that your employees only ever have one credential 

set to remember.

Answer a number of 
security questions

Enter and confirm  
the new password

Click the “Forgot  
My Password” button

Password reset in three easy steps
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Provisioning

Tools4ever’s provisioning solutions automate your school district’s account 

creation and resource assignments, ensuring students and staff receive proper 

access from Day one. Provisioning processes are executed uniformly according 

to role-based access controls, determined by a user’s specific job function.

Manually managing user account creation and provisioning takes far too long 

and, as a result, has become too costly. At scale, it simply becomes impossible 

to manage manually. Primary manual management problems include:

• Time, as it simply requires too much effort to assign your upper level IT staff 

with what is essentially simple data entry—particularly with numerous cloud 

accounts.

• Data issues, as all identity fields must be filled out entirely with a consistent 

format

• Cost of having employees, especially senior ones, perform the work

It may take days, weeks, or even longer for some users to receive all of their 

accounts and resources by way of manual provisioning. In the meantime, these 

users are left twiddling thumbs at their desks and potentially distracting the 

class. During this process, IT must put other work on hold and your users can’t 

fully participate.

By creating links from the SIS and HR systems to the user accounts in the 

network, Tools4ever is able to automate your organization’s entire user account 

lifecycle for everyone. User accounts are set up with all necessary access on 

their first day of school or work. Account data and access rights are automatically 

kept up to date, synchronized across all connected systems. With grade levels, 

different school buildings, promotions, (temporary) reassignments, or other 

organizational changes, users are reprovisioned accordingly. Provisioning lets 

students and staff always retain the access they need while your whole district 

minimizes downtime and saves on unnecessary costs (e.g., licensing).

Tools4ever’s provisioning solutions synchronize off of your SIS and HR data 

to ensure accuracy throughout your environment. Additional interfaces 

provide your IT staff and helpdesk with the means to enter data just once and 

execute the provisioning process. These interfaces also allow the data entry 

to be delegated to less senior staff without requiring elevated permissions or 

advanced knowledge of Active Directory or other directory services.
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Self-Service (Service Automation)

Tools4ever’s self-service solution, referred to as “Service Automation”, 

provides your staff with a platform to assign resources that fall outside normal 

provisioning processes. When a user needs permanent or temporary access 

in addition to their more general job roles, they simply submit a request to their 

manager or the appropriately knowledgeable decision-maker. Managers may 

also choose to assign resources to their team or department, depending on 

your configurations.

Once a request is submitted, it is reviewed and answered with a simple 

“approve” or “deny”. Once the request and response have been facilitated, 

Service Automation automatically fulfills it. Service Automation’s scope is not 

limited to application and system access but may include simple requests and 

utilities (e.g., additional email inbox storage, equipment sign-outs). If a resource 

is assigned for a temporary duration, it will be revoked at the appropriate date. 

Service Automation handles all aspects of these additional provisioning needs.

Service Automation’s platform and configurations allow your staff to create 

custom forms and processes that meet your organization’s needs. The intuitive 

interface allows for easy management and edits. Combined with Tools4ever’s 

education and IT consultancy expertise, Service Automation provides any 

school district with a way to rapidly make processes more efficient, whether 

minor tweaks or full overhauls.
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Without Service Atomation With Service Atomation
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Security

Tools4ever’s solutions are designed and implemented with your security and 

compliance needs in mind. With cloud resources, the idea of a strong perimeter 

wall protecting your IT resources and data is no longer applicable. Security 

must be dynamic to reflect the processes and resources the working world has 

adapted to.

Tools4ever’s solutions provide security to your school district both actively and 

passively. Authentication processes are heavily secured so that every time a 

user logs in, you can feel your data is safe. Authentication is the new perimeter 

to defend. Whether it is SSO, MFA, self-service password resets, or another 

method our consultancy experts advise and implement, Tools4ever’s solutions 

actively defend your organization’s data.

The enforced role-based access controls and reprovisioning ensure that all 

users may only access their necessary resources—no more, no less. Over 

time, this prevents “permission bloat”, which refers to a user’s unchecked 

accumulation of unsecured and noncompliant access rights. Further, it 

prevents “orphaned” accounts left in your environment after employees depart. 

Left unwatched, orphaned accounts provide malicious intruders, graduated 

students, or ex-employees with easy means to infiltrate your district.

Single Sign-on



Compliance

Tools4ever’s solutions provide consistent processes with complete tracking 

and audit logs to help minimize compliance risks regardless of district size or 

student demographic (e.g., FERPA). By standardizing your provisioning and 

access processes, you can ensure that they are automatically carried out to the 

exact configuration specified. Self-service platforms provide for multiple stages 

of near-instant request approval to help enforce “Segregation/Separation of 

Duties”.

IT may not have proper insight into how compliance efforts dictate access rights, 

and often either deny access (making the user unproductive) or grant too much 

access (making the user a security threat). Self-service sends these requests 

directly to department heads, managers, and knowledgeable decision-makers 

to ensure proper outcomes.

Every action taken within Tools4ever’s solutions is tracked, logged, and 

recorded. IT may easily pull reports based on configurable parameters at any 

time to provide your school district with the audit trail to prove compliance with 

any regulation regarding access to data. 
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CASE STUDY

DeKalb County School District

Atlanta, GA

102,000 Students, 15,500 Staff, 135 Facilities

Challenge

User account provisioning and password resets were too much of a burden.

Result 

Automated provisioning and self-service resets eliminated the burden.

DeKalb County School District knew they needed a more robust and 

efficient solution that could automate and streamline user provisioning. Unit 

Manager of Enterprise Servers, Ken Marshall found that “Tools4ever was 

very familiar with the K-12 environment and had experience with a number of 

systems in our state.”

“When implementing, we discovered that we had a number of complicated 

processes with user provisioning,” described Ken. “With Tools4ever’s help, we 

were given a web portal to make any adjustments to user assignments in the 

provisioning.”

Once DeKalb County School District had automated their user provisioning 

processes, they explored the idea of implementing a self-service password 

management solution. “Before implementing SSRPM, we found that our help 

desk technicians were overwhelmed with help desk calls at the beginning of the 

school year with users that couldn’t remember their password,” said Marshall.

“The fact that Tools4ever would be able to retrieve the data it needed and 

then do its own processing in the small amount of time presented was a great 

deliverable,” Marshall concluded.
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CASE STUDY

David Douglas School District  

Portland, OR

10,000 Students, 16 K-12 Facilities

Challenge

Increasingly challenging manual management for accounts, provisioning, and 

access.

Result 

IT staff maximizes their talents for high-impact projects.

 

Already utilizing Tools4ever’s solutions for user account management, 

provisioning, and password resets, David Douglas’ staff were able to direct 

efforts towards whether to adopt a 1:1 in-class device ratio using Chromebooks 

and Macs. To support 1:1, David Douglas would need Single Sign-On.

“We were able to roll [HelloID] out by the beginning of the school year,” said 

Network Admin Shawn Sutliff, “Tools4ever saved us 100% of the time that would 

have gone towards setup.” Tools4ever arranged or built all the connectors to 

3rd party systems and provided knowledge of real-world education challenges 

and integrations. Without Tools4ever, David Douglas “couldn’t have done what 

it did.” Sutliff is confident he “can drop a Tools4ever solution into any education 

environment and it works.”

Users love the portal and staff specifically request new resources be made 

available within HelloID. Even years later, David Douglas’ IT team regularly 

communicates any solution issues with “the same engineer that installed it,” 

who is familiar with their specific environment. “I don’t have to talk to 1,000 

different people to get a solution,” Sutliff said. “You guys are the gold standard 

of how you support a product.”
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CASE STUDY

Willis Independent School District  

Willis, TX

 9 8,500 Students & Staff

 9 9 K-12 Facilities

Challenge

Teachers integrating EdTech struggled with managing class roster data.

Result 

HelloID increased Willis’ resource adoption, fostering a more stimulating learning 

environment.

“Ultimately, the resources just didn’t get used. A teacher might have a 

favorite… but not use other resources because it was just too much to manage,” 

described Deborah Menafee, Willis’ Executive Director of Technology. Willis tried 

generic accounts instead. “What we sacrificed was the progress monitoring, any 

kind of grading or activity, [and] accountability.”

HelloID’s management of access to the district’s educational resources directly 

addressed digital textbooks and resource management. According to Digital 

Integration Coordinator Courtney Brown, “The biggest benefit has been 

because it’s so easy to access, our teachers are using resources they’ve never 

used.”

“When a student gets home and they need to access homework or… their 

toolbox of digital resources, they log onto HelloID and… Mom doesn’t have to 

worry about ‘I didn’t bring my book home’—it’s all there on one site,” Courtney 

continued. Moving forward, Willis intends to capitalize on the expanding 

report mechanisms within HelloID. “We used one the other day… to show [our 

principal] the top 10 apps currently utilized in the district,” Courtney said.
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Partnerships and Certifications

OneRoster Certifications

Identity and Access Manager (IAM):

• OneRoster v1.1 CSV Rostering Import Bulk Only

• OneRoster v1.1 CSV Rostering Export Bulk Only

• OneRoster v1.1 REST Data Consumer Rostering Core

• OneRoster v1.1 REST Data Consumer Resources Core

HelloID (IDaaS & Cloud SSO):

• OneRoster v1.1 CSV Rostering Import Bulk

• OneRoster v1.1 REST Data Consumer Rostering Core

• OneRoster v1.1 REST Consumer Resources Core  
 

Other partners

PowerSchool, Skyward, Blackboard, Aeries, Ellucian

Student Data Privacy Consortium



Additional Information

Set up your students and staff for success via HelloID’s seamless, secure access 

for all user identities.

For 20 years, Tools4ever has helped K-12 school districts and above enrich 

education by optimizing our partners’ processes, user account management, 

and security. From automatically creating new user accounts to ensuring 

students and teachers securely log into resources, Tools4ever is committed to 

leveraging your EdTech and IT resources into impactful, reliable solutions.

For more information regarding Tools4ever’s Identity Governance and 

Administration solutions, please contact our team at nwsales@tools4ever.com or 

nainfo@tools4ever.com.

For more reading on Tools4ver’s IGA solutions and consultative expertise please 

visit tools4ever.com/videos or tools4ever.com/references.

Contacts

New York

300 Merrick Road, Suite 310 

Lynbrook, NY 11563 

(866) 482-4414 

nainfo@tools4ever.com

Washington

11515 Canyon Road E 

Puyallup, WA 98373 

(888) 770-4242 

nwsales@tools4ever.com


